
Early Weigh-In Policy for Playoffs – Round 1 
 

1. The GCYL recognizes that some players may have the need to have an Early Weigh-Ins to allow a player 
close to the weight limit the chance to see if they are eligible to play in their upcoming scheduled 
contest for general health considerations. All Host programs or Venue are required to provide time for 
an early weigh-in if requested by the visiting opponent(s).  The early weigh in must take place at the 
venue of the match up.  THE COORDIANTOR OF THE HOSTING VENUE MUST CONTACT ALL VISTORS 
FOR AN ESTABLISHED TIME AND LOCATION PRIOR TO THE MATCH UP.  

 
2.  The early weigh-in time shall take place one (1) hour prior to the start of the first game at the venue 

on Saturdays and Sundays and last for a time period of no longer than but no less than 30 minutes 
from the start of the early weigh-in.   Players reporting for early weigh-in MUST have their uniform 
jersey with them and can weigh-in with just their shorts on if they choose. No player will be recognized 
as passing early weigh-in without their official jersey. 

 
3.  A coach or coordinator from both programs must be on hand to witness and certify the early weigh-in. 

Teams are responsible for passing along the information to the appropriate head coaches of the 
players involved in the early weigh-in and the results.   If a player makes weight at the early weigh-in, 
they DO NOT have to weigh in again with the rest of the players. 

 
4.  In the event that a program has a team that is playing on a different field than the other squads, they 

may contact a representative of the team at the field where the odd team out is playing at and make 
arrangements to have a coach or coordinator of the visiting program at that field certify their players 
early weigh-in results (i.e. If Team A is playing at Team B, but Team A’s varsity squad is playing at Team 
C’s field, they can make arrangements with Team C or D to have their varsity players attend the weigh-
in at Team C’s field and assign a designated representative from that program to observe the weigh-
in.)   

 
PLAYOFF RULE – The weight restrictions shall be increased two (2) lbs. in each class at the beginning of the play-
offs. 
It is the sole responsibility of the coordinators to communicate to each other for early weigh in’s.  Make sure 
you contact the coordinator prior to game to make arrangements or weigh in at the regular time 1 hour before 
the game.   
 


